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Title: Youth 2 youth: 30 years after Soweto '76 / edited by George Hallett; 

introduction by Mandla Langa 

Publication: Johannesburg: Wits University Press, 2006 

Shelf No:SBV3 779 HALL  Status: LIB USE ONLY 

Description of the book 

This book was conceived by Pallo Jordan, the Minister of Arts and Culture, in 

celebration of the 30th anniversary of the Soweto student uprising. Young 

photographers from four provinces were asked to photograph their peers, and the 

results are extraordinary. From Kwaito and Hip Hop's virile self-expression to the 

creative energy of the flourishing fashion world that clothes local celebrities and their 

fans; from the comfort of ancient cultural traditions in rural hamlets to the newness of 

shared urban spaces, here is a world with Attitude. Where young people speak 

positively of others. Where one is accountable to oneself. A world freed from past 

indignities, and full of unashamedly beautiful people. 

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+779+HALL/csbv3++++++779+hall/-3,-1,,E/browse


 

Title: Youth and higher education in Africa: the cases of Cameroon, South Africa, 

Eritrea and Zimbabwe / edited by Donald P. Chimanikire. 

Publication: Dakar: Council for the Development of Social Science Research in 

Africa, [2009] 

Shelf No:SBV3 378 CHIM  Status: LIB USE ONLY 

Description of the book 

Student activism in Africa, at least since the early 1990s, has been preoccupied with 

popular struggles for democracy in both their respective countries and institutions of 

higher learning. The changing socio-economic and political conditions in many African 

countries, characterized by the decline in economic growth and the introduction of 

multi-party politics, among several other factors, have had different impact on students 

and student political organizations in African universities. This book recounts the 

responses of students to these changes in their attempt to negotiate better living and 

studying conditions. The four case studies contained in the book - Cameroon, South 

Africa, Zimbabwe and Eritrea - clearly reveal the very important aspects of the situation 

in which African students find themselves in many countries and underscores the need 

to understand the character and development of higher education on the continent. 

Ministries of Higher Education, Vice Chancellors, Deans of Students, Student Unions 

and parents will find this book very useful in terms of understanding the tensions that 

often arise at institutions of higher learning and why solutions seem to be elusive. 

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+378+CHIM/csbv3++++++378+chim/-3,-1,,E/browse


 

Title: Students must rise: youth struggle in South Africa before and beyond Soweto 

'76 / edited by Anne Heffernan and Noor Nieftagodien. 

Publication: Johannesburg: Wits University Press, 2016. 

Shelf No:   SBV3 378.1981 STUD Status: LIB USE ONLY 

Description of the book 

The Soweto Student Uprising of 1976 was a decisive moment in the struggle against 

apartheid. It marked the expansion of political activism to a new generation of young 

activists, but beyond that it inscribed the role that young people of subsequent 

generations could play in their country's future. Since that momentous time students 

have held a special place in the collective imaginary of South African history. Drawing 

on research and writing by leading scholars and prominent activists, Students Must 

Rise take Soweto '76 as its pivot point but looks at student and youth activism in South 

Africa more broadly by considering what happened before and beyond the Soweto 

moment.  

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+378.1981+STUD/csbv3++++++378.1981+stud/-3,-1,,E/browse


 

Title: The moral ecology of South Africa's township youth / Sharlene Swartz. 

Publication: New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009. 

Shelf No:   SBV3 305.23508996 SWAR  Status: LIB USE ONLY 

Description of the book 

This book provides an engaging account of the moral lives of young black South 

Africans once the struggle against apartheid ended and took away their object of 

political resistance. It shows how partial-parenting, partial-schooling, and pervasive 

poverty contributes to how a group of young people construct right and wrong and 

what rules govern their behaviour. 

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+305.23508996+SWAR/csbv3++++++305.23508996+swar/-3,-1,,E/browse


 

Title: Between anger and hope: South Africa's youth and the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission / Karin Chubb and Lutz van Dijk; foreword by Desmond M. Tutu 

Publication: Johannesburg: Witwatersrand University Press, 2001. 

Shelf No: SBV3 968. 065 CHUB  Status: LIB USE ONLY 

 

Description of the book 

In writing this often painful, always emotional, occasionally uplifting book, Karin Chubb 

and Lutz van Dijk have, in their own words, created opportunities where children will 

be listened to and where meaningful communication will ensue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+968.+065+CHUB/csbv3++++++968.++++++065+chub/-3,-1,,E/browse


 

Title: Ikasi: the moral ecology of South Africa's township youth / Sharlene Swartz 

Publication: Johannesburg: Wits University Press, 2009. 

Shelf No:    SBV3 305.2350899 SWAR  Status: LIB USE ONLY 

 

 

Description of the book 

This book provides an engaging account of the moral lives of young black South 

Africans once the struggle against apartheid ended and took away their object of 

political resistance. It shows how partial-parenting, partial-schooling, and pervasive 

poverty contributes to how a group of young people construct right and wrong and 

what rules govern their behavior. 

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+305.2350899+SWAR/csbv3++++++305.2350899+swar/-3,-1,,E/browse


 

Title: Young warriors: youth politics, identity and violence in South Africa / Monique 

Marks 

Publication: Johannesburg: Witwatersrand University Press, 2001. 

Shelf No:   SBV3 320 MARK  Status: LIB USE ONLY 

Description of the book 

Much has been written about South Africa’s “lost generation” —the generation of 

politicized youth who dedicated their lives to the liberation of a nation, and who have 

“lost” everything in the process. Young Warriors is about this generation, but it is also 

a critique of the very concept of a “lost generation.” It is the story of activists who have 

become leaders, provincial premiers and national ministers in our democratic society. 

While focusing on the lives of the men and women who lived in Diepkloof, a black 

“township” in South Africa, it is also the narrative of many black South Africans who 

“grew up” in the organizations of the ANC-led liberation movement. 

https://ujlink.uj.ac.za/search%7ES9?/cSBV3+320+MARK/csbv3++++++320+mark/-3,-1,,E/browse

